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FOREWORD

Since its inception, Supported Giving have been keen to listen to what charities need help with - addressing these
requirements where we can. Starting with our key objective to help charities drive more cashless donations, it became
clear last year that a number of small to medium sized charities, in particular, were keen to take a closer look at cashless
donation solutions.
Help was needed to assess the various options before they proceeded to add cashless solutions as part of their range of
donation options. Supported Giving does not intend to provide contactless terminal solutions itself, but wanted to be able to
recommend appropriate solutions, depending on the requirements of any charity.
So, in Autumn 2019, we started to look at the range of terminal providers and thought it would be useful to compile an
independent overview, summarised in this whitepaper, of the various options that a charity might consider. We then took a
look at some charities who had already taken the plunge by going cashless.
So here it is - we hope that you find it useful!

Adam Maxted
CEO, Supported Giving
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Cash use is dwindling among consumers, but while this poses
its challenges for charities, our embracing of cashless has also
opened up an abundance of fundraising opportunities. Not only
are people using their contactless cards and mobiles to pay for
everything from coffees to commutes to work, many now also
routinely text, scan, or “click here” to donate.
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For consumers the benefits are clear: digital payments are easy, fast, secure and negate the need to carry around a lot of
cash.
For charities, the good news is that people spend more through cashless payments than with cash and being able to donate
via text, QR code, NFC or contactless allows people to give anytime, anywhere. Compared with cash, digital donations are
safer to collect, while managing them is less of a drain on valuable staff time.
With over 80% of UK adults now having a smartphone and two-thirds using cashless payments, offering a cash-free means
of donation is becoming a necessity to ensure those vital funds keep coming in.
The proliferation of devices and solutions now on offer, coupled with sometimes prohibitive set-up costs, means deciding
which option is the right match for your organisation’s requirements can be something of a minefield. In fact, in a 2018
Institute of Fundraising member survey 74% of charities had yet to try using cashless payment systems to collect
donations, despite 86% expecting cash giving to continue dropping.
This whitepaper will explain the current options for the sector and how they work, along with an insight into how some
charities are currently using them.

70% of charities report a decrease in cash giving.
IoF Member Survey 2018

28% of UK consumers would rather make donation via
their mobile devices than traditional methods.
Pingit

27% said they would donate more if they could do so
using a mobile device or payment card.
Pingit
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CA SHL E S S DON ATIONS : TECH NOLO GY &
OP T I ONS
Contactless, Near Field Communication (NFC), text-to-donate, and QR codes are the most commonly used methods of
collecting donations digitally. Paying by Apple Pay, Google Pay (which merged Android Pay and Google Wallet), Samsung
Pay, and PayPal is quickly rising in popularity, mostly due to convenience and consumers trusting these well-known brands.
The first contactless card, the Barclaycard OnePulse, launched in the UK in 2007, with a transaction limit of £10. Fast
forward to the present and the limit per transaction has risen to £30 while September 2019 alone saw 740 million
contactless card transactions take place in the UK; a 20.1% year on year growth with a total value of £7billion, according to
UK Finance.
Digital wallets, like Apple Pay, have no transaction limit and their usage is steadily growing, with one in six UK adults now
registered for mobile payment services.

NFC & CONTACT LE SS
For charities, there are numerous options for collecting donations via NFC and contactless. The simplest are portable
(battery-powered) or static (mains powered) card readers that allow you to pre-set the donation amount, like those offered
by SumUp, Square and iZettle. These readers work on WiFi although SumUp also accepts ofﬂine donations when no signal
is available, storing the transaction within the device until it is regained.
Some reporting may also be provided,
such as on the volume and value
of donations made per day and per
device, but because these are “tap
and go” payments, donor data is not
collected.

Tap and pay accounted for more than 40% of all card
transactions in 2018.
UK Finance, UK Payments Market Report 2019

You can now use contactless wherever you go, so as society
becomes increasingly cashless, charities need to take note of
this changing behaviour if they are to keep donations coming in.
Andy Holland, Head of Fundraising, The Felix Project
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Partnering with iZettle and Visa for
the first time in 2019, Movember
saw a record number of contactless
donations collected through 140
iZettle Readers deployed at various
on-the-ground events during its
November campaign, raising more
than £37,000 for men’s health issues.
Card donations averaged £9.42, with
the iZettle readers used to collect
funds in a variety of ways, from
corporate fundraising challenges to
student collections at universities
across the UK, to community
ambassadors raising through their
networks.
Movember

The simplest contract-free individual terminals connect
to a smartphone or tablet, accepting contactless
payments and often chip and pin. These start from a oneoff fee of around £19 + VAT per device, with providers also
charging transaction fees of just under 2%. Square, for
example, currently charges 1.75%, while SumUp charges
1.69%.
Others providers such as GoodBox, LibertyPay,
Barclaycard, DONATE, Payter, Tap for Change (which
works with LibertyPay) and CollecTin (which works with
SumUp), specialise in working with charities and provide a
range of contactless charity donation boxes and units, as
well as support.
Offering everything from simple mobile “tap to donate”
readers and static tabletop donation boxes, to contactless
collection plates, integrated devices that can be put
anywhere from a wall to a window, and freestanding
units - these generally let you include your charity’s
own branding and messaging and set various donation
amounts from £3 to £30. Again, they allow you to collect
donations even if there is no mobile signal, and pricing
very much depends on requirements and level of service.

TE X T2DONAT E

10:14 

 




Charity

With mobile penetration at around 94% of the UK population, being able to
receive donations by text has value for any charity.

Text Message
Today 10:10 am

GIVE



With Text2Donate, people give by texting a campaign keyword to a charity short
code, which is always in the 70000 to 70999 range to distinguish them from
other short code services. Charities can offer different donation amounts (up
to £20 per single donation with a limit of £30 per individual per 24 hours), whilst
the use of keywords makes these campaigns easy to track. Donations are
either added to the donor’s phone bill or deducted from their prepaid balance
and passed on to the charity. Data and Gift Aid declarations can be collected,
subject to the donor’s agreement.

10:14 

Thank you for your donation to The
Charity. Help us maximise your
donation by allowing us to claim Gift
Aid https://gift.aid/gh45ct



 




Charity

Text Message
Today 10:10 am

GIVE



Thank you for your donation to The
Charity. Help us maximise your
donation by allowing us to claim Gift
Aid https://gift.aid/gh45ct


Text donations grew by 32% in 2018, from £37.5 million to
£49.6 million.
Phone-paid Services Authority 2018-19
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Standalone platforms and providers include Donr, Instagiv, DONATE, Cymba and Supported Giving. Text-to-donate services
typically have low start-up costs. Whilst all the revenue is passed to the charity, this is usually offset by charges applied
which are generally 5% per text message donation. There may be a setup fee, service charge, monthly fee and a cost
for keywords. As well as 5% on each donation, InstaGiv charges £25 a month for each keyword used with a 0.05p fee per
outbound SMS, whereas Donr and DONATE charge only 5% on donations.

QR CODE DONAT IONS
QR code payments are only just starting to take off in the UK following the technology’s success in countries such as
China, where they are now ubiquitous. With QR codes, charities can encourage donations from almost anywhere - such
as posters, leaﬂets, stickers, and badges - with both Apple and Android smartphones able to scan them directly from the
device camera.
To make an instant donation below the contactless limit of £30, the donor simply scans the QR code which takes them to
a dedicated donation page providing a choice of ways to pay through their device. Because QR codes take donors to a site
to complete their transaction, the charity can process Gift Aid sign-ups at the point of donation.
It is also possible to collect contact details with the individual’s permission and to ask them to
provide their preferences for future marketing communications.
Providers include Thyngs, PayaCharity, and Supported Giving. Again pricing varies depending on
requirements but donations tend to incur the same transaction fee as with contactless.
The Royal British Legion trialled QR2Donate last year across 60 sites in the UK. Supported Giving
provided the solution, with each site being able to track donations in real time. Try it out by
scanning the QR code on this page! (All donations processed will be received by the charity).

T R Y Q R 2 D O N AT E
FOR YOURSELF

QR2Donate definitely has a part to play in the range of donation options a charity uses,
particularly to combat the predicted accelerated decline in use of cash.
As more charities employ this solution, this will lead to increased awareness with donors and
also of the street collectors. As more donors pre-subscribe to Apple Pay and Google Pay for
micropayments, this will further help gain traction.
QR2Donate also has two great advantages; charities automatically see the donor data, which
can be ingested easily into their CRM for further upselling to Regular Giving with the donor’s
permission. Also, a Gift Aid declaration can be made electronically at the point of donating.
Adam Maxted, CEO, Supported Giving
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PAYI NG VIA CA RDS OV ER A M OBI L E DEV I CE
By the end of 2018 around 8.5 million people (16% of the UK adult population) had registered for mobile payments and 79%
of these registered users recorded a payment, according to UK Finance figures.
With no need to input any card or personal details when making a purchase (after initial sign up) the convenience of
payment apps such as Apple Pay, Google Pay, and PayPal means they are becoming increasingly popular with consumers.
For charities, collecting donations via this method doesn’t require additional equipment, simply an upgrade of existing
systems to ensure they support these payments.

CA SHL E S S F U N DR A IS ING : Q & A
WHAT’S RIGH T FOR MY
CAMPAI GN?
Before making a decision on which route to take, the first
step is to work out the ‘who, what, when and where’.
To help you decide what solution is best for you:
•

Where and for what purpose will you be collecting
donations?

•

Will the setting be mobile or remote?

•

How many fundraisers will you be using?

•

Will collection be for a one-off occasion, intermittent,
or regular?

•

How much are you looking to raise per donation/
event/month?

•

Will internet access be an issue in the fundraising location?

Last year Prostate Cancer found
that around a third of its one-off
donations and a quarter of its regular
donations came through digital
wallet payments, and upgraded its
digital giving and payment system to
goDonate to give additional payment
options to supporters through the
likes of Google Pay, Apple Pay and
PayPal. It saw its online donation
income increase by a third.
WPNC

For events and street collections, where you’re looking for a simple upgrade on the traditional cash collection box and
there are staff or volunteers able to manage them, contactless portable devices that let people donate a set amount with
a quick tap are good performers.
Text-to-donate and QR codes work
well wherever there is somewhere
75% of charities believe cashless payments will
to display them e.g. on a ticket,
positively impact income in the future, but only 41%
programme, screen or poster so
currently feel prepared to take advantage of this
these can be a good option for
technology.
outdoors, as well as print. For
unattended collections, contactless
Blackbaud 2019 Status of UK Fundraising Report
donation units can be securely
built into anything from displays to
windows or benches, with pre-set
donation amounts.
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CH ECK C ONNECT IVIT Y
FOR DE V ICE S
Depending on the intended location, internet
access may be an issue. A shopping centre will
probably have WiFi but a church is unlikely to
so it’s worth considering devices that have the
capability to store transactions when ofﬂine if
connectivity may be an issue. The iZettle reader
processes donations in five seconds but requires
a 3G, 4G or WiFi network to work, while GoodBox
and LibertyPay devices also work ofﬂine.

BATTE RY LIFE OF
DE V I CE S CA N BE A N
ISSU E
Battery life also needs consideration: they may
last for three to four hours, even up to eight,
before they need recharging (depending on
the number of transactions taken). For other
collection devices a power source will be
needed.

A 2019 GoodBox whitepaper looked at the
performance of bought versus rented devices
among its charity clients and the ROI they
were seeing. It found that while it varied, with
purchased contactless devices charities saw
an average 340% return on investment over
the year with 84% of organisations who had
purchased hardware seeing a full return on
investment within 12 months.
ROI for those that rented was lower but still
high at 212%, while purpose-built devices
for museums and faith-based organisations
produced the best overall ROI of all at 1,384%.
Overall, the 25 organisations in the study
that had bought devices spent £69,035 on the
upfront cost of contactless technology with
the technology yielding £303,967 in returns at
the time of the study.

I recommend that you have conversations with providers to
understand the benefits of different solutions and then you can
choose the right one for the environment you need it for. Cost is
a consideration so looking at how you can use contactless most
effectively, as well as potential ROI is important.
Andy Holland, Head of Fundraising, The Felix Project
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HOW MU CH DOE S IT CO S T A N D W H AT KI N D OF RET URN
CAN WE E XP ECT ?
The most commonly cited reason for not investing in contactless terminals is concern over the potential cost.
While simple individual readers start from around £19, contactless units can be as much as £450 each to buy, plus the
additional costs for service and transaction fees, but renting is also an option. Buying, unsurprisingly, is generally more
cost-effective for longer-term campaigns, whereas renting tends to better suit shorter-term use: fundraising at events, for
example.
While the upfront cost can be steep, particularly for a small charity, the experience of those who have ventured into
cashless shows that people do tend to give more than they do when donating cash, with the average contactless donation
around £6, so depending on the device being used, it may not take many taps to pay for it.
Work is being done to help reduce costs for charities. The end of 2019 saw digital consultancy, Caution Your Blast, launch
free point of donation software, Give A Little, in response to the upfront costs and transaction fees faced by charities
looking to utilise contactless donations. The software works with a SumUp payment card terminal linked with an Android
device and, the firms say, brings the cost of entry of taking card payments, including contactless and phone-authorised
transactions, to under £100.

DO WE N E E D TO WORK WI T H A T H I RD PA R T Y ?
Partnering with a third party contactless service provider can pay dividends in terms of the support and advice you will
get. They will have the experience to be able to advise you on the best fit for your requirements in terms of technology and
device and support you in putting your campaign together; helping you with everything from getting the technology up and
running, imaging on devices, delivery, installation and campaign reporting.

HOW MU CH LE A D-T IM E A RE WE LO OKI N G AT ?
It depends on the campaign. If you’re simply collecting donations through a reader then you’re good to go as soon as you’ve
set the device up, downloaded the app (if required), and connected the two through your smartphone or tablet. (Some
devices do not require a companion app like Goodbox’s G3 core device.)
A basic Text2Donate or QR2Donate campaign can also be set up within a matter of hours. With Text2Donate all that’s
required is a keyword, a short code number and a link to a secure and mobile-friendly donation page. For QR2Donate you
need to generate a QR code, a customised landing and secure payment page (with the option to sign up for Gift Aid) and a
confirmation page.

The psychological reasons people give cash are different to why they give via cashless. Cash
is there in the pocket to get rid of; for cashless giving engagement is key, and the device
needs to drive the donation.
Andrew O’Brien, CEO, GoodBox
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WHAT ARE T H E RU LE S FOR C ON TACT I N G P EOP L E AFTER
A DON ATION?
With digital donations the supporter makes the first move by giving, so whether you can contact them or not is dependent
on whether they use a means that provides you with their data. If so it depends whether they consent to being contacted, or
you’re able to use the legitimate interest basis for doing so.

To build a more engaging experience for donors and maximise its fundraising over the festive
period, in a campaign by Bond + Coyne, Christmas 2019 saw Blue Cross add video to the
screen of countertop contactless devices from GoodBox, which it used across Blue Cross
locations and partner sites, as well as at temporary fundraising events including carol singing
at London Victoria station.
The devices showed video footage of cats and dogs looking at the potential donor with an
on-screen request to tap to donate £3 to pay for the pet’s Christmas dinner. Once they had
tapped the screen to donate, the video showed the animal enjoying a meal. The devices with
screens saw 95% more donations per day than those without.
Bond + Coyne and GoodBox

WI TH CONTACT LE SS PAY M EN T S , T H E CH A RI T Y D OE SN’T
RECE I V E A NY OF T H E D ON OR ’ S DATA S O CAN ’ T
SUB SEQU E NT LY RE - E N GAGE
However, with text and QR code donations that drive people to a site to pay it is possible to respond to a donation with a
thank you/receipt message that seeks permission for further contact. This could even include an embedded video and
enables you to take their channel preferences whilst providing an opportunity to ‘convert’ the donor into a Regular Giving
supporter.
A simple way of gaining consent is to collect opt-ins at the time of donation, which you can do by offering donors the
choice to donate and opt-in to marketing, or to donate and refuse further marketing by responding with different keywords.
For QR donations an opt-in checkbox can be included.
Alternatively, if someone donates in support of a particular project, it is likely they will be interested in receiving an update
on its progress. In this case legitimate interest applies but any message must include the option to opt-out from any
further texts, and you cannot directly ask for a further donation.
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WHAT DATA DO W E GE T ?
Whether you should be looking to collect data is something of a moot point amongst charities. Many view contactless
donations as an upgrade on cash giving, from which no data is gathered anyway, but there are some opportunities available.
With most contactless ”tap and go” solutions, you don’t see the donor data – although campaign data is generally offered.
Within this you can expect to get data on areas including donations taken per day, per box, and the total value generated.
With text donation campaigns, more data may be on offer. InstaGiv, for example, offers a monthly breakdown of signups,
donations, skips, new subscribers, retention rates plus more figures and charts through its reporting.
Solutions such as Supported Giving’s QR2Donate using Apple Pay and Google Pay, allow you to collect donor data
automatically, providing they have pre-registered.

CAN WE COLLECT GIF T AI D ?
Gift Aid can’t be collected through contactless donations directly because no personal data is captured with these.
However, for a donor under the Small Donations Scheme you may be able to claim up to £2,000 in a tax year without the
usual declarations.
Providing another route in, 2019 also saw Swiftaid launch a service that automates the collection of Gift Aid from
contactless donations. It aims to roll out fully early this year and will enable charities to invite donors to link their cards
upfront with Swiftaid to add Gift Aid to their donations for a year at a time.
With Text2Donate and QR2Donate services, donors can be encouraged to opt
in to make their donations under Gift Aid. The bounce-back response message
that goes out following a text donation can be customised so as well as
thanking donors, you could weave Gift Aid into this asking them to reply with
their details or to click on a Gift Aid capture declaration page URL within the
SMS. Alternatively, you could use the donor data to send reminder texts.
With text and QR donation services, because the QR code directs the donor to
customised landing and payment pages with a confirmation page following
payment (right), there are plenty of opportunities to include Gift Aid reminders.

CAN WE A DD OU R BRA N DI N G TO
DE V I CE S ?
At the bottom end of the market, simple card readers are just that and don’t
offer any real branding opportunities. Other devices however, such as static
collection units and bigger mobile ones, can be branded to your charity through
a wrap or display unit as well as on-screen. This is essential for engaging
people and encouraging donations.

Thank You For Your Donation

If you are a UK taxpayer, please allow the
Royal British Legion to boost your
donation by 25p for every £1 you donate,
at no extra cost to you.
In order to Gift Aid your donations, you must
tick the box below.
YES, I am a UK taxpayer and I would
like to treat any donations I make in the
future or have made in the past 4 years
as Gift Aid, until I notify you otherwise. I
understand that if I pay less Income Tax
and/or Capital Gains Tax than the
amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my
donations in that tax year it is my
responsibility to pay any difference.
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USI N G CAS H L E S S TECH NOLO GY TO
F UN DR AIS E
So, how are other charities using cashless technology in practice?

The Felix Project works to collect surplus food from food industry partners and deliver
it to frontline charities, primary schools and holiday clubs in London. Andy Holland,
the charity’s Head of Fundraising says it is a relative newcomer to cashless and is
currently testing to see what will work for them.

To date, we’ve used contactless solutions through GoodBox and TapSimple at events where
people are buying rafﬂe tickets, or doing dress down days and have found that donations are
higher than with cash, with people typically paying more than the suggested £1 donation.
We also operate 22 electric vans in London, with 8 in central London, which park in prime
spots and act almost as an advertising board. We’re looking at how we could put contactless
or QR tech on them and test different messages – such as how much it costs to run this van
on a daily basis. Because we can see the route they take and where they park, we could do
analysis on where the most donations come in.
We’ve purchased a couple of devices through GoodBox so we’re testing those with corporate
partners to see if we get uplift in donations. With these we get real-time insight of donations,
and can see which machine brings in the most income.

Make-A-Wish UK has been working with Donr for text giving, having previously worked
with JustGiving and Cymba. It is now evaluating QR codes and donations, looking at
what providers including Supported Giving and Thyngs can offer.

We don’t have traditional high street charity shops or people on the street, but we do have
people at events with buckets, and have just started to have conversations about cashless
again as we have a few coming up.
We’re looking at going down the route of using one or two tap to donate devices, as well as
the lower cost option of QR codes, although these have yet to really take off here. To aid the
decision-making process, questions I’m asking our stakeholders include the kind of scenarios
they would be using cashless in along with the audience, and the average donation amount
expected.
John Ward, Website & Digital Development Manager, Make-A-Wish UK
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The Big Issue has run a number of high profile contactless trials and campaigns: some aimed at
helping its vendors earn more money, and others at fundraising.
At the end of 2018, the charity started a trial with 20 vendors using iZettle card readers to take
payments.
Beth Thomas, Head of Partnerships and Programmes at the charity explains:

Cross-referencing how many magazines they bought with how many went through the
readers showed us if they were using them, and gave us insights into what worked, and the
challenges.
If vendors didn’t have access to ID, a bank account and a smartphone they couldn’t use it.
Staff digital literacy was an issue in that if they didn’t understand it, they couldn’t explain it to
our vendors, while some of our vendors struggled through their own limited digital literacy –
one was giving magazines away for free because he didn’t realise the Internet had dropped
off for example.
Customer trust was a barrier in areas where cashless was not so well adopted, and, with
vendors generally on PAYG, connectivity issues due to data running out and lack of WiFi was
an additional challenge.

The charity has also trialled QR codes in its Pay it Forward campaign, enabling magazines to be sold on to family and
friends with the money going to the original vendor.

One magazine sold 20 times. Some vendors, however, found it difficult to explain, two devices
were stolen, but others were happier at not having to carry so much cash. The other challenge
was being outdoors – card readers aren’t built to be in the rain or cold all the time.

The charity is now looking at developing dry bags that protect readers while leaving them visible. To help combat the
problem of no WiFi or of data running out, vendors are encouraged to locate free WiFi spots or helpful businesses, while
through its Vendor Support Fund, others have been able to get a smartphone.
A third campaign saw the Big Issue rent contactless units from GoodBox to fundraise with at the Homeless World Cup:

Some players struggled with this, getting people to tap twice for example, not realising the
first payment had gone through, and battery life needed monitoring. However, with so many
people comfortable with cashless and making bigger donations than with cash, our minimum
donation amount of £5 raised £10,000 in a week.
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TO C ONCLU DE
With so many options for taking cashless donations already available and technology, as well as people’s payment
preferences constantly evolving, choosing the right solution for your charity is undoubtedly a decision requiring much
thought.
By summarising the options on offer, answering some of the most frequently asked questions and providing an insight
into the experiences of a range of charities at different stages of their cashless fundraising journey, we hope that this
whitepaper will prove a useful resource, both now and into the future, whatever stage of the journey your own organisation
is at.
For further help and advice please do not hesitate to get in touch with the Supported Giving team.
phone-alt +44 (0)203 898 0110
envelope info@supportedgiving.com
globe supportedgiving.com

ABOU T TH E AU T H OR
Melanie May is a freelance copywriter and journalist specialising in writing both for and about the charity and marketing
services sectors. She can be reached via thepurplepim.com.

ABOU T S U P PORT E D GI V I N G
Supported Giving is an established Digital Solutions and Payments company, harnessing emerging technologies to innovate
and optimise charity donations. Main solutions provided include Text2Donate, QR2Donate, Contactless Payments and Gift
Aid Recovery. You can find out more at supportedgiving.com.

OU R THA NK S
The author and Supported Giving would like to thank the individuals from charities interviewed who have provided their
personal views on cashless donations for this whitepaper. We would also like to thank the other charities and vendors
mentioned throughout.
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DISCLAIM E R
The views expressed by the Author and Contributors in this publication are their personal opinions based on their current experience and knowledge.
Supported Giving, the Author and Contributors will not be liable for any information contained herein, as a result of you using the information which has
been provided in good faith and was correct at the time of publication. Supported Giving makes no representation or warranty, express or implied as to the
accuracy, adequacy, validity, reliability, or completeness of any of the information provided. Under no circumstances, will Supported Giving be liable to you
for any loss or damage of any kind as a result of using this information.
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